Virginia Tech Environmental Health & Safety has received a Susan Harwood Training Grant to address hazardous chemical use by workers in businesses with under 250 employees. Virginia Tech is offering two courses for employers:

**Train-the-Trainer**

The Trainer course prepares individuals to teach the Worker course.

**Worker Course**

The Worker course is designed for individuals who use hazardous chemicals as part of their daily tasks or duties.

FOR DETAILS, OR TO SCHEDULE A COURSE:

Contact Curt Porterfield at (540)231-8759 or email cuporter@vt.edu

*Hazardous Chemicals in General Industry* was produced under grant number SH-05037-SH8 from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, U.S. Department of Labor. It does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Department of Labor, nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.

For more information, visit https://www.ehss.vt.edu/training/HCGL.php